A student will have to respond to all the questions given in the following format with her/his sincere effort and thought. Her/his identity will not be revealed.

A) Please confirm this is the first and only time you answer this survey.
1,209 responses

B) Age in Years:
1,209 responses
C) College Name:
1,209 responses

D) Gender
1,209 responses

E) What Degree Program are you pursuing now
1,209 responses
Followings are questions for online student satisfaction survey regarding teaching learning process.

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?
   1,209 responses

```
[Diagram showing syllabus coverage percentages]
```
2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?
1,209 responses

- 63.2% - Thoroughly
- 31.5% - Satisfactorily
- 4.3% - Poorly
- 1.0% - Indifferently
- 0.1% - Won't teach at all

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?
1,209 responses

- 45.2% - Always effective
- 40.2% - Sometimes effective
- 12.1% - Just satisfactorily
- 2.1% - Generally ineffective
- 0.4% - Very poor communication

4. The teacher's approach to teaching can best be described as
1,209 responses

- 47.1% - Excellent
- 22.7% - Very good
- 25.5% - Good
5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.

1,209 responses

- 41.2%: Always fair
- 48.6%: Usually fair
- 0.4%: Sometimes unfair
- 0.1%: Usually unfair
- 0.1%: Unfair

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

1,209 responses

- 40.4%: Every time
- 34.4%: Usually
- 16.5%: Occasionally/Sometimes
- 3.1%: Rarely
- 6.0%: Never

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

1,209 responses

- 42.4%: Regularly
- 31%: Often
- 16.5%: Sometimes
- 3.1%: Rarely
- 6.0%: Never
8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

1,209 responses

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

1,209 responses

10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes and programme outcomes.

1,209 responses
11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.
1,209 responses

12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.
1,209 responses

13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of challenges.
1,209 responses
14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them.
1,209 responses

15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process.
1,209 responses
16. The institute/teachers use student-centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative learning and problem-solving methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.  
1,209 responses

17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities. 
1,209 responses
18. Efforts are made by the institute/teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.
1,209 responses

19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching?
1,209 responses

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good.
1,209 responses
21. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning experience in your institution.

- No suggestions
- Nothing
- No
- Good
- None
- NA
- No suggestions
- No suggestion
- Nothing
- No comments
- ...
- Good teaching
- --
- No comment
- Excellent
- No suggestions.
- Overall good
- Teaching is good
- A
- no
- All good
- Everything is good
- none
- No comments
- Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. Make teaching a two way interaction.
- Na
- ..
- All good.
- Everything is good
- no suggestions
- None
- No comment
- No need
- No any suggestions
- No suggestions.
- no suggestion
- Great
- Thank you
- Nice
- Its good
- Very nice
- Very good
- Very good teaching
Satisfactory
1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. ... 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.
No suggestion
Best
No suggestion.
Good experience
Could be more organized
Should give practical application while teaching
More interaction, communication and feedback
Reduce time of online lecture Teach on board
Teacher should pay attention to those students who are weak in studies.
Already it's going on in a very good manner.
Teachers have made to give knowledge online very well. Should use multimedia often to increase students initiative
1) Change in the teachers attitude 2) Teachers should be passionate rather than behaving like govt servant. 3) Interaction at every level should be there, between students, teachers, administration, and group activities should be encouraged.
Bring companies for internships, teach extra curriculum, assignment work to be productive
I have observed some of the teacher don't even respond. they should get mixed with the students. At least reply. If we texted any doubt they just leave the message seen. Few have kept their read receipt off on whatsapp. We get in trouble, thinking if our doubt or query has reached till them or not. Those few specific teachers should get more easy, interactive and soft with the students.
Keeping ego aside
1. Revision 2. Experiments 3. Practice tests
Don't have that much knowledge to give suggestions
It's good overall
1) Teachers should explain something beyond syllabus...like real life problems and how to solve them.
Monthly class test
1) Plz ask for repeating the topic if they noticed that students are not able to understand 2) other things are too good
Confidence courage
Encourage active and practical learning. Make connections to real-world applications of the course material
Overall it's a well institute.
More practical knowledge should be given. More exposure should be provided as what is actually required when you are passed out.
Should take practical session more
It will be satisfying learning process
Give more examples
It's very good
Institute gives us many different opportunities and teachers always help us to work hard in that activities to give our best.
1) There are a some numerical subjects that have a lot of problem solving but we were just shown presentations 2) To use different methods in teaching 3) Quite a few teachers postpone the lectures quite often and end up not conducting them.
Providing better study material. Interaction with students for the future opportunities in career development.
Teaching staff is good
1) There should be good communication between students and teachers
Should encourage students to participate in Co-curricular activities
1. Teach in simple language give real example to students study before taking your class. 2. Give us little bit more assignments to solve. 3. More weightage to solve old Pune University question papers.
No suggestions for now.
All the ppts should be cleared and if possible they should use boards for more better explanations
1. give some extra knowledge in accordance with placements 2. if possible plz give soft skill lecture
Explain by giving more examples through videos or practically so that the concept gets clear......etc
It is effective as it is.
co-operate with students Don't run the syllabus fast
Practical approach to topics Visits to places that would enhance our industrial knowledge Extra curricular activities
They should share the teaching materials with us.
Instead of just bookish/theoretical knowledge institute should provide practical knowledge, usually teachers here teach whatever is there in the book but they dont go beyond it, beyond it means they should tell the practical application of it in the industry why this is used that will create interest in the subject for students
Lectures should be more interesting
Suggestions: - 1) Regular test should be conducted for better understanding of concepts. 2) For
numericals, white board or pen-paper methods should be used. Observation: - 3) Teachers are taking a lot of efforts for teaching in different way, really appreciable.
Overall everything is good but more use of ICT tools should be done
hgtg
Helping teacher
No offline teaching
If faculties will be introduced to modern technology and teaching gadgets the teaching-learning process will be even more better.
No suggestion and well satisfied by the teaching
Teacher's should use blackboard teaching method
Tpo of the college don't have ability fir that position change him to save the carrier of remaining student
Very Good Teaching
Overall all Facility available
Improvisation in little bit of teaching coordinates
Always fair
focus on getting placements
Good

Instead of written assignment give practical assignment tell them to search wide regarding particular practical topic and make small presentations. Most of the practical lectures student complete assignments
1. Studies should be more practical than theoretical
2. Entrepreneurship should be promoted
3. Internships should be encouraged
Best
None
No comments
1. More Practical based examples while explaining concept.
All important topics should be covered during classes and practicals.
Practical knowledge is required
1) Real life project experience can be given.
2) Practical oriented teaching.
Need to look after encouraging student for extra curricular activity.
1. Better guidance in FE
2. More information about further job opportunities should be provided in the beginning itself.
3. Focusing more on what is required in the industries.
Everything is good
-
Internship promotion should be done for final year students.
none
More sessions on Soft skill, life skills and employability skills.
Overall good
Some Teacher Really needs to change their behaviour towards students. One madam is too much dominant on students and she says that she does that for our betterment but believe me she just torture students mentally.
Leaves for Internships should be provided
More seminars
Mentor, compitition and industry internship
It better if teacher explains using book and pen instead of on ppt
-
No suggestion. Its all good
..
1) More practical knowledge should be imparted.
2) Internship opportunities for non-final year students should be provided with the help of startups and industries
3) While going digital less power point slides and more interactive learning should be encouraged.
Nothing
Make More interactive lecture
Make connections to real-world applications of the course material. In practicals especially. Engage students in assignments that have a clear connection to learning outcomes, as opposed to those that are perceived as busy work.

I feel internship while course should be encouraged
1) Discussion of exam oriented questions while teaching.
2) Detailed insight in latest technologies related to syllabus.
3) Highlighting of skills and mechanisms to be learned for job.
Teaching is good but need to improve.
everything is good
Lack of communication due to online teaching
1. Lack of knowledge due to online teaching
2. We need some offline practical sessions
3. Lack of communication due to network issues
1. Provide examples on real life problems and also include videos in PPT and demo models while teaching for better understanding.
2. Provide all help needed for internship purpose, field visit helps 40% but that's not as affective as internships. So need some tieups with industry and certain leave period too, so that students get idea about industries and also practical knowledge is much needed to understand things and would also help them for jobs.
3. Only about 30% of faculties teach with whole heart and interaction. This is the reason why students don't attend other lectures or they never understand a concept.
All teaching staff is very well improved.

No

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. Better graphics and colors arouse the interest and desire to learn among students.

Give a practical knowledge to student.

Encourage students to extracurricular activities and guide them about what exactly industry need, from early stage.

Encourage student to do internship at various industries from 3rd year onwards.

- Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.

they should encourage the students to make their own business rather than the employability.!

- Explain in detail

Not to shout on students

Good teaching.

Very Good.

Excellent.

No suggestion.

No suggestions are required

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

--

It is good but it can be better

1. Inculcate a stronger culture of doing internships 2. Raise awareness about building a very strong profile to make the students more competitive in the corporate world as well as for higher education, especially abroad. 3. No other suggestions.

Quality of teaching, Not any burden on student like attendance because can't achieve any different knowledge, Please give the all types of internships, events live project you can motivate and help student.

All good and well. No improvement required. Thanks :).

No suggestions

I think everything works perfectly

Needs to regularly send notifications from university

Very good teaching

No suggestion

Teaching skills

1. An increase in number of industry related seminars would be appreciated

2. Inclusion of more industry domain seminars or hands-on workshops such as Data Science, AI.

3. Any form of hands-on experience will be beneficial

No need of suggestion teaching is very good

No need

Its good

.. The teaching scheme of our institution is the best. There is no need of improvement.

No

No need of improvement

No suggestions

-

No

All okay!!

.

Institution should be better in practicals.
All good
NA
1. Good learning culture
2. Quality teaching
3. Answering queries
No suggestions
1. Make compulsory internship for every student.
Nothing to say
Satisfied with everything.
Good
Improvisation in communication skills.
Voice modulation with fun learning so that we don't sleep.
Should give Less writing work because it's of no use anyways.
Best college in pune
Explaining concepts using real life examples, Starting everything with basics, Carry out a fun activity every week based on the syllabus taught.
NA
- Allow students to do internships.
Cultivate competitive programming and hackathon culture.
Increase student/alumni exchanges.
1. By providing workshop on technologies which are currently used in industry.
2. Should provide internships.
no suggestion
Online lectures and practicals were very effective.
Course outcome is usually not cleared at the start.
Concept should be cleared before moving on to next concept.
Practicals should be conducted regularly and more effectively.
No suggestions
Conceptualization, Getting revised,
Teachers should illustrate the concepts through examples and application.
They are doing great, No suggestions
All good.
When it comes to experience of teachers, there were hardly few teachers and rest were more like fresher who used come with pre built ppt and the only thing they did in class was just to read those ppt, they give no any practical reason why certain thing is happening or why it is not happening. Again when it comes to the teachers there were huge partiality I have observed in all 4 years of my engineering. Because in all four years all reputed and well known teachers of clg used teach only to 1st shifts and 2nd shift was getting all newly hired teachers which was totally unfair and unacceptable when you all are preparing for same goal.
NA
Extracurricular activities should be encouraged more
NA
Everything is satisfactory.
1. Needs clg advanced technology used.
Explaining is deeply done
Explain the concept through out
Proper presentation were provided
None
1. Need to give real life examples while teaching.
2. Demo for practicals
More clubs
1. keeping parents informed
2. increasing classroom engagement
3. Having drop-out risks
Everything is fine. Be committed
Should provide more real life analogous examples to make understanding easier.
All good